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Introduction
 Development of an innovative maneuver planning tool for GSFC
- tooL for maneUver Planning Analysis and Navigation - LUPAN
- Expands from maneuver design to aerobrake and formation flying
 The tool used for maneuver analysis is presented
 The MAVEN previous Deep Dip Campaign is analyzed
 Comparison between LUPAN and a high-fidelity propagation
 Comparison between LUPAN and an optimal high-fidelity solution
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LUPAN Outline
tooL for maneUver Planning Analysis and Navigation - LUPAN
 LUPAN automatically calculates:
- The best maneuver points
- The trade between maneuver points and number of maneuvers
- The error associated with early of late execution
 LUPAN requires only a reference orbit to represent the regime
- Ephemerids and State Transition Matrix
- The tool works in low, mid and high fidelity
 LUPAN calculates the best target point
- Can be adjusted according to point stability, arrival time, ephemerids, 
position, velocity, inclination coverage, and density
 LUPAN is self contained and robust to different cases
- All it is needed is the reference trajectory
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Finding ΔV to change final periapsis (1/4)

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Finding ΔV to change final periapsis (2/4)

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Finding ΔV to change final periapsis (3/4)

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Single ΔV analysis 
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Final Inclination and RAAN change
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Correcting the Events Epoch

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Density Corridor Evaluation
 The change in the periapsis magnitude can be selected by analyzing 
the density corridor.
 Inputs:
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From the reference orbit and its STM, LUPAN calculates:
 The sensitivity of the orbit. In the case of MAVEN, how changes in the 
velocity throughout the orbit impact the last periapsis.
The eigenvalue tells us 
how stable each 
trajectory point is with 
respect to a change in 
the last periapsis.
Note how the best points 
align with the apoapsis, 
which is a known result.
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Running LUPAN (2/5)
- It calculates the Poincaré section to the 
periapsis 
- It calculates the “point 2 go” based in a gradient 
search for the minimum Δv point for the selected 
density range
- It performs a trade study between all the 
possible maneuver points and a user set 
number of maximum impulses
 In here we use 4 max impulses as an 
example
 Calculation can be made using core 
parallelization
- It outputs the correct epoch for Δv’s and final 
point
 Correction based on the orbital change made by 
the Δv
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Running LUPAN (3/5)
- It calculates the error due to a 
delayed execution time.
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• It calculates the Δv change due 
to a delayed execution time.
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Running LUPAN (4/5)
 It calculates the apoapsis decay and required Δv
- Select the periapsis to be raised or lowered
- Select allowed time for maneuvers
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Running LUPAN (5/5)
 It calculates the apoapsis decay and required Δv
- Select the periapsis to be raised or lowered
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GMAT High-Fidelity Comparison
 Simulation of the best 4 impulses solution provided by LUPAN.
Maneuver time 
from epoch (s) ΔVx (m/s) ΔVy (m/s) ΔVz (m/s) |ΔV| (m/s)
12386 -7.441385e-03 4.886937e-02 -0.200887443 0.2068800
28310 -8.068770e-03 4.848910e-02 -0.200164796 0.2061122
44231 -8.561318e-03 4.807098e-02 -0.199550315 0.2054372
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GMAT High-Fidelity Comparison













































epoch to a high 
degree
General optimizers 
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Conclusions
 Results show an average of 0.081% error per orbit on the altitude 
prediction with an accumulated 6% error over 74 orbital revolutions with 
an analysis on the execution error is presented.
 An aerobrake campaign for MAVEN has been analyzed as an example 
to show the versatility of the approach. A trade study between 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 impulsive maneuvers was analyzed for a reference trajectory of 
14 days around Mars. 
 The method developed for this study has shown to reasonably predict 
the optimal aerobrake maneuvers (time, direction and magnitude) when 
compared to a direct optimization method with high-fidelity orbital 
perturbations. 
 Its software implementation permits orders-magnitude faster 
calculation, allowing it to be used in large searches, such as grid and 
Monte Carlo.
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